Dear Steve,

Seven years ago when we built our home on Awbrey Butte, we hired Stereo Planet to do the custom wiring and installation of our home entertainment center, primarily due to recommendations from friends. We were tremendously pleased with the entire job accomplished by your company.

Well, seven years have passed, technology has changed rapidly and we wanted to upgrade our home system to take advantage of the new high definition technology along with a much larger screen. Once again we turned to Stereo Planet, and once again we are thrilled with the new system. My wife totally loves the Pronto control unit that allows us to operate all the separate units of the system. Finally, only one device to control everything, picture quality that is nothing less than spectacular, and a sound system to match.

Sean Leary and John worked diligently and professionally to accomplish a most difficult installation. Your foresight to mount the largest screen possible on a swing arm allowed us to put a 46” flat screen into a 40” cabinet. Just amazing. Sean, with help from John, worked pretty much non-stop for two plus days. Their work was totally professional and their attention to detail and keeping the work area clean of plaster, wood and other debris made us extremely happy. Sean’s patience in teaching us how to utilize the new system and to control all the features should qualify him for the Order of Merit. Thanks so much Sean!

Steve, once again you, your employees and your company have gone beyond the norm to please a customer. Thanks so much for a job well done.

— Larry Haas